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ABSTRACT

Four cylindrical. models were tested under external hydro-

static pressure to determine the structural. behavior of ring-

stiffened and sandwich hulls of composite construction. Of

particular interest in this series of tests were the effects

of compartment length on collapse strength in the plastic
general-instability mode and the relative strength-weight

characteristics of ring-stiffened and sandwich cylindrical
hulls. The test results demonstrated the importance of

representing the actual prototype compartment length when

testing a model. which may collapse in the plastic general-

instability mode. These tests also demonstrated that a semi-

infinite sandwich hul.l normally will have less than a 10-

percent strength advantage over an optimum semi-infinite
ring-stiffened hull of the same material and weight. Based
on these and earlier results, th. strength-weight character-
istics of composite semi-infinite cylindrical. bulls of various
combinations of materials are estimated.

INTRODUCTION

The development of underwater vehicles with positive buoyancy to

operate-at great depth is of particular interest to oceanographers, who

desire to explore the oceans and their floors, and to naval, strategists,

who are studying the possible military advantages that such a vehicle may

offer. Of obvious importance in the design of such a deep-sea vehicle is

the achievement of a high strength, low density pressure hull. The basic

approach to this structural problem must be through the use of hull

materials with high strength-to-weight ratios.

Unfortunately, many of the hull materials which show favorable

strength-weight characteristics cannot be fabricated satisfactorily with

current procedures, particularly in the thicknesses required. E~camples of

these materials are superstrength steels, high strength aluminum and titanium

alloys, and reinforced plastics. In an effort to find a method of con-

struction which enables the use of these and other nonweldable materials

as they become available, the Model Basin investigated a new concept in

pressure hull design. This concept, referred to herein as composite

construction, ilvolves the use of a thin jacket encasing rings of high

iReferences are listed on page 27.



strength material. In an operating und,.rwatcr vehicle, the jacket would

-ld the strength components in place and provide watertight integrity,

longitudinal strength to resist bending moments, and corrosive protection

.':" the strerrqth elements. A more detailed presentation of composite
construction concepts is given in Reference 1.

Under sponsorship of the Bureau of Ships, the Model Basin is

currently conducting a rather extensive structural model program to

further investigate the use of composite construction for deep-depth

pressure hulls with collapse depths between 5000 and 30,000 ft. These in-

vestigations include experimental studies of fabrication techniques,

methods of penetrating and closing off the ends of composite cylinders,

-lastic behavior, static collapse strength, fatiue life, and dynamic

characteristics. HY-220 steel, HY-60 to HY--80 aluminum alloys, KY-140 and

11Y-200 titanium alloys, and glass-reinforced plastics are being used as the

strength elcments. Materials used in the jackets include HY-80 and HY-100

steel, an HY-30 aluminum alloy, an HY-120 titanium alloy, and a fiberglass-

reinforced plastic with a nominal yield strength of 35,000 psi.

This report describes the static tests of four models designed to

investigate the structural behavior of ring-stiffened and sandwich composite

cylinders to depths of 20,000 ft, particularly their relative strength-

weight characteristics and the effect of compartment length on collapse

strength in the plastic general-instability mode. Estimates of the

strength-weight characteristics of composite semi-infLwnite cylindrical hulls

of various combinations of materials are presented on the basis of the

results of these and earlier tests.

DESCRIPTION OF MODELS

Four models of composite construction, designated DSRV-1, DSRV-lL,

DSRV-4M, and DSRV-4L, were fabricated. Aluminum was selected as the basic

hull material because of its ease of fabricati3,. Mtode).s DIMRV-1 and DSRV-lL

were ring-stiffened cylinders of machined 7079-T6 aluminum rings placed in-

side an HY-l00 steel jacket. Models DSRV-4M and DSRV-4L were sandwich-type

cylinders of machined 7079-T6 a.uminum rings inside a 5086-H32 aluminum

jacket. Sketches of the models are shoý;n in Figure 1. Table I presents
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a summary of model geometric and material properties together with asso-

ciated geometries and assumed material properties for an arbitrarily

selected 10-ft-diameter prototype hull. Representative stress-strain curves

for the basic hull material of each model are shown in Figure 2.

The effect of bulkhead spacing, or overall J.ength, on collapse

strength was of particular interest in this series of tests. Models DSRV-1

and DSRV-4M were approximately one diameter long ajnd the radial deflection

of the ends was restricted. Thus, they represented cylinders of finite

bulkhead spacing. Models DSRV-lL and DSRV'-4L were four diameters long and

the ends were permitted to deflect radially. The bulkhead spacing of four
2

diameters minimized the influence of compartment length on collapse pressure.

Thus, these models represented cylinders of semi-infinite length.

The typical bay geometry for each model was selected to provide a

collapse pressure of bbb7 psi, equivalent to a collapse depth of 15,000 ft

based on a yield strength of 100,000 psi for HY-100 steel, 30,000 ps" for

5086-H32 aluminum, and 67,000 psi for 7079-Tb aluminumn. The total

cross-sectional area of t.he material required for Models DSRV-1 and D:SRV-lL

was determined by arbitrarily setting the average circumferential stress in

the frame and shell at collapse equal to 1..05 times the average yield

strength of the section. The typical section of Models DSRV-1 and DSRV-lL

had a ratio of weight of hull to weight of displacement of about 56 per-

cent. The geometry of Models DSRV-4M and DSRV-4L was selected after ModeJ.

DSRV-1 was tested and was influenced by the favorable results. Based on

these favorable results of DSRV-1 and the anticipated advantages in struc-

tural efficiency of a sandwich hull as compared to a ring-stiffened hull,

the average circumferential stress in the combined web, shell cross section

of the sandwich hull models DSRV-4M and DSRV-4L was arbitrarily set equal to

1.15 times the average yield strength at the design collapse pressure of

6667 psi. Thus, the stress intensity at collapse was approximately equal to

the two-dimensional Hencky-Von Mises yield stress developed in an unstiffened

cylinder of equivalent weight and material. The typical section of Models

DSRV-14 and DSRV-4L had a weight-to-displacement ratio of about 52 percent.

The typical bay geometries of the two ring-stiffened composite

cylinders, Models DSRV-1 and DSRV-lL, were identical when scaled to the same

diameter. Since the basi.c material., 707q-T6 aluminum, is a strain-hardening

material, it was considered necessary to obtain uniform stress leeJls
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throughout the hull and to provide adequate margin against elastic in-

stability2s3 to enable utilization of-the full strength of the material.
Therefore, stiffeners were placed at relatively close intervals to minimize

bending'i and to provide very high elastic shell stability.3 The size and
shape of the stiffeners were such as to provide an elastic general-ir.-

stability pressure for a semi-infinite cylinder of 2 1/2 times the design
2

collapse pressure. The thickness of the outer steel jacket was selected
to provide sufficient strength to resist bending loads which might occur

while surfaced.

The typical bay geometries of the sandwich composite cylinders

DSRV-4M and DSRV-4L were also similar and were selected on the same

stability considerations as used for the ring-stiffened cylinder. The

inner and outer shell rings had a variable thickness designed to eliminate

bending according to the theory of Short. 5

The models were assembled in a manner feasible for large diameter

hulls. The first step in the assembly was the welding of the jacket to an

end ring and the slipping of the nonweldable rings in place. The nominal

diametrical clearance between the outer jacket and the inner ring of each

model corresponded to 5/32 :b. * r a 10-ft-diameter prototype hull. The

jackets for the shorter models were formed from a single shell; the

jackets for the larger mcdels consisted of four shells rolled into cylinders

and joined by circumferential welds. The longer models were assembled by

first inserting the aluminum rings to within several inches of the free end
of the first section of jacket. Then the second section of jacket was

welded in place, the weld was ground smooth on the inner surface, and the

inner ri•,igs were placed again within several inches of the free end.

The entire models were assembled in this manner until all rings were in

place. The final step in the assembly of each model was the joining of the

second weldable end ring and the outer jacket by a single circumferential

weld. TEST PROCEDURE

Foil resistance strain gages were ured to measure strains in the

longitudinal and circumferential directions of each model. Gage location

liagrams are shown in Figure 3.
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Model DSRV-i was subjected to a pressure of 3000 psi in the 37-in.

tank at the Model-Basin. Oil was used as a pressure medium to elhiinate

the need for waterproofing the strain gages. The model was tested to

collapse in the 4-ft-diameter pressure tank located at the Naval Hesearch

Laboratozy. Here water was used as a pressure medium; no strain measure-

ments were made since facilities were not available to bring strain-gage

leads out of the tank.
Models DSRV-1L, DSRV-4M, and DSRV-4L were tested in the TMB 17 1/2

in.-diameter, high pressure tank. Water was used as a pressure mediun, and

strains were recorded during each test.
Special attention was given to the rate at which pressure was

applied to each model. Each pressure increment was held at least 5 min,

and the final pressure increment did not exceed 2 percent of the observed

collapse pressure.

TEST RESULTS

Models DSRV-1, DSRV-1L, DSRV-4M, and DSRV-4L withstood maximum

pressures of 8000, 7350, 8450, and 7800 psi, respectively. Models DSRV-l

and DSRV-4M were tested to destruction. Models DSRV-lL and DSRV-4L were

tested to pressure levels at which excessive creep was observed from the

strain readings while the pressure load remained constant. When it was

decided that the maximum attainable pressure had been reached, the

pressure was dropped off before gomplete destruction of Models DSRV-lL and

DSRV-4L occurred.* When these models were removed from the tank,, a

maximum out-of-roundness of about 3/8 in. was observed in each Model.

Typical plots of pressure versus straIn are presented in Figure 4.

DISCUSSION

All four models apparently collapsed in the plastic general-in-

stability mode. Models DSRV-lL and DSRV-4L definitely would have failed by

Models DSRV-lL and DSRV-4L will be used at a future date to investigate

the resistance of composite aluminum hullb co dynamic loading.



plastic general instability. This is demonstrated both by the measured

out-of-round shape after the test and by the bifurication of the recorded

circumferential strains in the frames as shown in Figure 4. The circum-

ferential strains recorded at pressures near the collapse pressure indicate

that Model DSRV-4M also failed by plastic general instability. The

damage, however, was too extensive to determine the mode of collapse by

visual inspection. No strains were recorded near collapse on Model DSRV-l.

Moreover, the model was damaged too extensively to determine the mode of

failure after collapse occurred. However, the elastic shell instability,
3

as calculated by theory for monolithic shells, was about double the elastic
2general-instability collapse pressure. Thus it appears that it also failed

in the overall mode.

An analysis for determining the plastic general-instability collapse

strength of a -ylindrical hull is presented in Reference 1. The theoretical

collapse pressures calculated using this analysis are compared in Table 2

with the observed collapsed pressures of these models and those of two

compo-ite titalium sandwich models which also failed in the plastic

general-instability mode during previous tests at the Model Basin. Excellent

agreement between the theoretical and experimental collapse pressures was

obtained for each model.

One method of evaluating the structural efficiency of a stiffened

cylinder under external hydrostatic pressure is to compare its experimental

and theoretical collapse pressures with the theoretical collapse pressure

in the yield mode of an unstiffened cylinder of the same size, weight, and.

material. Table 3 presents structural efficiency factors for this series

of models. The theoretical collapse pressures of the equivalent unstiffened

cylinders were obtained by applying the Hencky-Von Mises yield criterion6

to the three-dimensional stresses at midplane as obtainedby the Lame 6

solution of the stresses in a thick-walled cylinder. It is realized that

.the 0.2-percent offset method of obtaining yield strength, which is used in

•The structural efficiency factor is defined as the ratio of the collapse

pressure of a stiffened cylinder to the theoretical pressure at which

collapse occurs by yielding for an equivalent unstiffened cylinder.
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all the strength computations in Table 3, is arbitrary and, t'erefore,

factors of mor; thhn 1 are attainable.

Table 3 shows that a relatively high degree of structural efficiency

was achieved in each model. These high structural efficiency factors,

together with the high ratios of experimental to theoretical collapse

strength indicated in Table 2, demonstrate that composit,! hulls are as

efficient as monolithic machined hulls. Since residual stresses reduce the

collapse strength of welded hulls,7 a properly designed composite hull may
be more efficient than a welded hull of similar material and geometry.

These tests demonstrate the effect of bulkhead spacing on the

collapse strength of cylindrical hulls in the plastic general-instability

mode. For example, the structural efficiency factor for the long ring-

stiffened hull, Model DSRV-lL, was about 10 percent below that of the short

ring-stiffened hull, Model DSRV-1. The efficiency of the long sandwich

hull, Model DSRV-4L, was 9 percent below that of the short sandwich hull,

Model DSRV-4M. The significance of this comparison is that it demonstrates

the importance of representing the actual prototype compartment length

w•en testing a model to determine the collapse strength of a hull which may

collapse in the plastic general-instability mode. If it is not practical to

test a section represen'ting the full compartment length, it appears that

the effect of overall length of cylindrical shells with closely spaced

framc• .-may be esti.mated using the plastic general-instability analysis out-

lined in Reference 1.

The strength-weight advantages of sandwich hulls over ring-stiffened

hulls which collapse in the plastic general-instability mode may be estimated

by comparing the structural efficiency factors of Models DSRV-lL and

DSRV-4L. These models lend themselves to this type of comparison because:

1. Neither model was affected to any extent by residual stresses.

2. The shape of the stress-strain curves for each of the basic

hull materials was very similar.

3. Each model failed in the plastic general-instability mode.

4. The ratio of elastic to inelastic collapse strength was of the

same magnitude for both models.

5. Each model had favorable, stress conditions since both were

designed to minimize bending.

7



A comparison of the structural efficiency factors given in Table 3

for Models DSRV-lL and DSRV-4L shows that the sandwich hull was about 6

percent stronge:- than the ring-stiffened hull experimentally and only about

4 percent stronger theoretically. This advantage of sandwich hulls over

ring-stiffened hulls will vary with collapse depth for any given material,

but it now appears that it is not likely to exceed 10 percent when com-

paring truly optimum designs of each type which collapse in the plastic

general-instability mode.

Previous estimates8 made by the Model Basin, of up to a 20-percent

advantage were not based on optimum design of both sandwich and ring-stiffened

cylinders. In this previous comparison, geometrical configurations of the

ring-stiffened cylinders were restricted and resulted in a less than

optimum design. Thus the strength advantage of sandwich hulls over ring-

stiffened hullh may be marginal at many depths and nonexistent for some

materials at very shallow or very deep depths. The main advantage, there-

fore, which many sandwich hulls offer is the use of thinner plating. Off-

setting this advantage are the inherent fabrication problems of sandwich

construction.

The measured strains indicate that the strain distributions were

very favorable in each model. Bending did not play an important role in

the ring-stiffened m.odels since the maximum measured strains occurred in

the circumferential direction in the frames. The shell thickmess of Models

DSRV-4M and DSRV-4L varied between stiffeners in a manner which theo-5

retically eliminates bending in a typical section. Strain measurements

on Models DSRV-4M and DSRV-4L indicate that some bending did occur, how-

ever, since the longitudinal strains on the inner surface of the inside

Similar results may be obtained by comparing the efficiency factors of

the shorter ring-stiffened and sandwich hulls, Models DSRV-l and DSRV-4M.

However, this comparison favors the sandwich cylinder since the elastic

general-instability collapse strength of Model DSRV-4M was considerably

greater than that of Model DSRV-l.

*No greater advantage would be expected for huld which fail between

stiffeners; that is, in the inelastic shell buckle modes.
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shell at midbay were only about one-half the calculated values. Although

the measured strains indicated the presence of bending in the sandwich

hulls, the maximum strains were located in the circumferential direction.

Thus, it is unlikely that bending affected the strength of the sandwich

hulls.

The estimated collapse depth versus ratio of cylindrical composite

hull weight to displacement for steel, aluminum, titanium, and reinforced

plastic composite hulls is presented in Figure 5. The relationship shown

for composite aluminum hulls was obtained by drawing a straight line

through the experimental points representing the results of Models DSRV-4L

and the unpublished results of ring-stiffened Models DSRV-9A and DSRV-6A.

Model DSRV-4L represented a semi-infinite hull, and Models DSRV-9A and

DSRV-6A had finite deep frame, or bulkhead, spacings. The additional

weight required for the deep frames in Models DSRV-9A and DSRV-6A was in-

cluded when calculating their weight-to-displacement ratios. Thus, the

curve for the composite aluminum hulls, as well as the other curves shown

in Figure 5, represent strength-weight estimates for semi-infinite

cylinders. The titanium curves are based on the test results of Model

DSRV-3L and on the assumption tihat the efficiency of the titanium hulls is

proportional to the efficiency of the aluminum hulls. The experimental

points representing Model DSRV-3L as well as all other experimental points

shown in Figure 5 have been obtained by linearly adjusting collapse depths

to nominal yield strengths. Since the model yield strengths were higher

than the nominal yield strength for each model, the experimental collapse

depths have been adjusted conservatively. The composite steel and fiber-

glass curves were obtained in the same manner as the composite titanium

curves. However, Models DSRV-.O cnd DSRV-16 have not been tested so their

strength can only be estimated at this time. The collapse depth of Model

DSRV-IO, a ring-stiffened membrane cylinder with deep friuts., was estimated

to be the depth at which the average circumferential stress equals 1.05

times the weighted yield strength. The collapse of Model DSRV-16' a cylinder

with closely spaced rectangular frames, was estimated to occur when the

average circumferential stress in the fibergla.s rings reaches 90,000 psi.

Curves similar to those presenited in Figure 5 may be developed for

many more feasible types of composite hulls. For example, the use of

0



HY-120 titanium rings encased in an HY-120 steel jacket would eliminate

the need to weld any portion of a titanium hull. Another promising hull

is composed of HY-200 or greater steel rings encased in HY-1O0 to HY-120 steel

jackets. If proper design procedures are used, the strength-weight char-

acteristics of these and other composite hulls should be similar to those

of machined monolithic hulls of the same materials and may be estimated

accordingly.

The use of composite construction offers several attractive

advantages over that of conventional welded construction. The chief ad-

vantage is that it does not require welding of the basic hull material. A

second advantage is that the jacket serves as a watertight envelope and

protects the strength elements against corrosion. Since the strength

elements, or inner rings, of composite hulls are machined, their strength

is not affected by initial imperfections and residual stresses. In

addition, machining of the rings permits the des" , r to use geometries and

configurations which produce uniform stress patterns. 5 ' 7 Thus, composite

hulls are very efficient under hydrostatic loading and may, in some cases,

offer an increase in structural efficiency over conventional welded con-

struction.

The use of composite construction also has disadvantages. Whereas

machining the strength elements may offer additional static strength, it

will, in many cases, increase the cost of construction. Composite hulls

are probably weaker than welded hulls of similar material under explosive

loading, particularly on the surface or at shallow depths. Special

machinery foundations are required if the ring elements are nonweldable.

It may be more difficult to remove large machinery from a composite hull

than from conventional welded hulls.

Since composite construction has both advantages and disadvantages.,

the merits must be evaluated for each application. For example, it will

likely compare unfavorably with welded construction at shallow depths

inasmuch as highly satisfactory performance may be obtained with relatively

thin sections of conventional materials such as HY-80 steel. On the other

hand, it may have the advantage at moderately deep depths for larger diameter

hulls over conventional weldable materials since the plate thickness in-

yvlved might make the cost of welding the entire hull prohibitive. However,

10



the true advantage of composite construction is realized in a hull designed

for extreme depths-since it enables the use of high strength nonweldable

materials as the basic hull material.

CONCLUSIONS

1. It is possible to accurately calculate the effect of compartment

length on the experimental collapse pressure of these models using the

analysis presented in Reference 1 for the plastic general-instability

strength of stiffened cylindrical shells.

2. The present tests demonstrate the importance of representing the

actual prototype compartment length when testing a model which may collapse

in the plastic general-instability mode.

3. It now appears that a sandwich hull will normally have less than

a 10-percent strength advantage over an optimum ring-stiffened hull of the

same material and weight.

4. A high degree of structural efficiency was obtained in each

model. Since residual stresses reduce the collapse strength of welded

hulls, a properly designed composite hull may be slightly more efficient

than a welded hull of similar material and geometry.

5. The strength-weight characteristics of composite semi-infinite

cylindrical hulls of various combinations of materials may be estimated

on the basis of these and earlier tests; see Figure 5.

6. Composite construction permits the use of existing nonweldable

materials with high strength-to-weight ratios in the design of pressure

hulis for deep-depth application.

11



Figure 1 - Models DSRV-1, DSRV-1L, DSRV-4M., and DSRV-4L
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Figuro 2 Typical Stress-Strain Curves for 7079-T6 Aluminum Alloy Used in Models
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Figure 3 - Location of Strain Gages
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TABLE 1

Dimunsions and Material Properties of Models and Corresponding Prototypes

A lO-ft-Aiameter prototype hull was arbitrarily selected.

Rin.-Stiffened 'y|I inders :rmd4wch-Type .• I ioJersProperty mode l Mode j Pro totype M odel % ,J, Iroo-d L

_....._IWlIV-1 DSRV- I L rototyv V-4N f .pe
Outside Diameter, in. 19.171 17.000 I.0 10.21 l 7.1.'1. 120
Jacket Thickness, in. 0.04.0 0.040 • /... (m)4.O4t 0. 1Ot. /4
Average Outer Shell Ring Thitbess, in. 0.174 0. 07 I %/"e 0.14' 0.24. 1 1/4
Average Inner Shell Ring Thickne-s. in. - - --- 0.1|1 0.101 2 1/-
Typical Web Spacing, in. - .1. 3.9L2 22 1/4 1.011, 1.70c 12

Web Thickness, in. 0.300 0.21+ 1 7/h 0.24A 0.401? 2 7/.

_lmge Width, in. 1.048 1.204 " 1/2 - - -

flange Thickness, in. O..Iqq -0.1%4 2 1/1 ... ..
Minimum inside Diameter. in. 14.70 14.01L 92 4.il1 13.1.00 9b

Weight of Pressure Hull O.$b O.%b O.%1 O.%Z 0.%2 0.•2
Weight of Displacement I

Compressive Yield Strength of 9 V 1 00,000 10,000 10,000 40,000
lacket, psi V

Compressive Yield Strength of
7079-Tb A]uminym Rings, psi 70,000 74,900 62,000 71.d4O 77,000 1,2,000

Young's Modulus of 7079-Tb - 0.

Alumaium Rings, pPi - 10t'-. -- - 0.

TABLE 2

Ratio of Theoretical Plastic General-Instability Collapse Pressure to
Experimental Collapse Pressure

Bulkhead Experimental Theoretical Elastic Theoretical Plastic P I
Nodal Spacing, L1,  ~Collapse General-lnetabllity General-:nstabilStyDlameter, D Prvaaui :, (PWV) Collapse Pressure (Pr Ceilase Pressure (pt Np

_________D ps Psi crpsi a

DSRV-l 1 14,210 74,000 13,L00o 0.97

DMeRV-31. 3 1 S, 7.0 30,000 1S,300 0.97

DSRV-l 1 8000 35,000 7830 0.98

n Du-IL 4 7350 17,000 7700 1.0$
3iIRV-4M 1 949 9O ,0,00 8600 1.02

DSRV-4L 4 7900 19,000 7900 1.01

from Reference I,.

TABLE 3

Structural Efficiency Factors

t~xperimenta] Theoretical Yield Pressure Sitructural Efficiency Factor,
Cnllapsr Pressuve Plastic Gen.,vr1- of Equivalent

model (pe) Instability Cotlapse Cylinder (pe.)eap IP.e.i, re (pt) eSt X(perlnntal 
Theoretical

psi psi psi PgXp/Peq Pet/Peq

tl5kV-I h00o 7850 8435 0.9% 0.91

1SAY-IL 73?W 7700 88.W 0.93 0.97

DqRV-4M N40 #K)N00 9790 0.97 0.4"

tSRV-44L 7"00 7900 N420 0.94 0..0
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